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2016 FIA Formula E HKT Hong Kong ePrix Hong Kong
The FIA Formula E Championship is the world’s first fully electric racing series. Formula E began in 2014 and has
been taking the world by storm ever since, driving the future with its fusion of motorsport and entertainment.
The third Formula E season began in Hong Kong earlier with the first-ever HKT Hong Kong ePrix.

This was not only the first time an international event if this size and scale had been held on the unique, dynamic Central harbour
front, it was also the biggest motorsport event ever held in Hong Kong. Pico provided full-fledged master project and event management
services for the entire exciting spectacle. Our services covered all liaison and co-ordination work with the project stakeholders,
including government authorities, police and fire departments, landlords and building representatives. We also provided the
overall track infrastructure and facilities, pit lanes, race control rooms and corporate suites, turning a portion of the Central road
network – ordinarily crowded with cars, taxis, buses and people – into a fast but secure two-kilometre urban circuit featuring long straightaways
and hairpin bends, with concrete blocks and debris fences laid carefully by the roadside as a safety buffer. Our dedicated teams also played
a significant role in the project management of all hospitality facilities, e-villages, grandstands and media centres, delivering
the all-around excellence such a high-profile event deserved.

Ultra Singapore

Singapore
Since 1999, the Ultra Music Festival has been
creating joy for fans of electronic music around the
world. Originally pioneered in Miami, Florida, the
Ultra festival is now a global event, with festivals
taking place in tens of cities around the planet.

Pico was tasked with delivering the inaugural edition of this signature music festival and building on the Ultra brand by:
•
•
•
•

Creating an exceptional experience for festival goers;
Assisting with the challenges of an untested venue;
Bringing the world’s biggest independent electronic music festival to Singapore and bringing in various partners to make the event even bigger;
Ensuring the inaugural event attracted extensive media coverage both pre- and post-event.

Held on September 10 and 11 on a 30,000 sq. m. site near Marina Bay Sands, the debut of Ultra Singapore was a breakthrough for the festival
industry in Singapore – this was the largest-ever event we have assisted with.
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To do justice to the Ultra brand, the festival had to embody creativity at every turn. With three separate and distinct stages, numerous
F&B outlets and a lineup of almost 50 A-list electronic music stars including Afrojack, Above & Beyond, Alesso, Axwell, DJ Snake, Far
East Movement, Marshmello, DJ Carnage and Kygo, to name a few of the 47 artistes that Ultra Singapore 2016 delivered.
Fusing technology, music and happiness is never an easy task and an enormous amount of work had to be put in to ensure this result,
but it was completely worth it. The blasting sound, blazing lights and pumping beats of this joyful two-day party were simply something
that Singapore had never seen before.
Ultra Singapore had to provide value for participating brands. At first this posed a challenge, as Singapore had never hosted such a
youth-oriented festival before and thus potential partners were unsure of the commercial value of Ultra. However, with numerous studies underlining the fact that millennials are forming an ever-larger part of the economy, brands began to come around and see the value
of exposure.
The Venue was also a challenge as it was an untested venue with no infrastructure components available. Thus, the Pico team had to
work with the Ultra team to develop creative ways to create these infrastructure components and to meet the stringent government
license and permits requirements.

For the Pico team, the discovery of new partners has opened up new horizons and exposed us to new brands and partners for future
engagements, allowing us to further build on our strong expertise in sponsorship marketing.
Right from the on-set, especially working with an untested venue, we required a level of expertise only Pico is able to offer. The team
worked with us from start to finish across virtually every component of event production. The team is thorough, results-oriented and
very capable of adapting when and where needed.
- Alexander Chew, Executive Producer / Partner, Ultra Singapore Pte Ltd
All things considered, this spectacular turnout and success has paved the way for a fantastic future between Ultra Music Festivals and Pico.
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Jaguar Land Rover Evoque Seesaw Display

Shanghai

Take a fundamental childhood experience – the seesaw – and transform it into a world record challenge for a global car brand.
Deep down, we are all children at heart. We love to play and have fun, and we really love a thrilling – and dangerous!
– spectacle. So when Jaguar Land Rover asked us to develop a show-stopping campaign to drive online voting for their
new Evoque Convertible and Hardtop brands, well, we couldn’t resist.

Our client wanted to ensure that the vehicle kept its cool and unique image and gained ground on the competition. The client turned to Pico,
seeking an unconventional campaign that would dazzle, shine and create brand appeal for both the Evoque Hardtop and Convertible.
The team went back in time to our childhoods, thinking long and hard about all the fun things we did. Lots of thoughts and emotions
bubbled up through our minds – how much pleasure it gave us to be around cool cars, the excitement of exciting and daring feats, the joy
of playground equipment like slides, rocking horses and seesaws. What about…a seesaw for cars. A record-breaking one!
And we were off! We spent two months working with structural engineers designing the longest vehicle seesaw the world had ever seen.
Located against a dynamic urban backdrop, in Shanghai Expo Celebration Square, suspended 45 feet off the ground and a mighty 82 feet
long, the seesaw balanced the Jaguar Land Rover Evoque Convertible on one side and the Evoque Hardtop on the other.
The campaign integrated both Above-The-Line(ATL) and Below-The-Line (BTL) elements in the unprecedented five-week long campaign.
The client proposed popularising the event through a live vote on Sina Weibo. Pico team responded by setting up a unique voting system
which saw the results of the vote broadcast live on an LED screen at the top of the seesaw – the seesaw actually moved according to
which car got more votes! Meanwhile, the event was also advertised through a variety of different formats around the venue – road flags,
light boxes in parking areas and an outdoor backdrop ad beginning one week before the event.
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After careful preparation and several last-minute adjustments to take the rain into account, it was time for the fun. When the online
votes started coming in, the cars rocked back and forth in the sky thanks to the pure skill of two professional driving instructors,
using no hydraulic pressure at all.
While the Evoque Hardtop eventually ‘won’ the poll with 16,789 votes; everyone was a winner when the official representative from
the Guinness Book of World Records announced that we had broken the world record for the longest vehicle seesaw at 25.077m
(82 feet 3 inches).
It was only appropriate to cap off the evening with a victory lap for the Evoque Hardtop through the seesaw and onto the stage,
and with a final stunning fireworks display. What a fantastic time!

The Numbers
Audience: around 30,000 on site
Online engagement stats:
- 23,107,000 viewed the live stream
- Total view figures on the brand’s Weibo channel was double the previous view record of the Evoque campaign and 3.3 times higher
than the average page view number of the platform.
The Reaction
The challenging launch campaign showed the constant pursuit of innovation of Land Rover and the unique lifestyle of the Evoque. We are
honoured and proud to have broken the Guinness World Record for the longest vehicle seesaw. -Mr Mark Hall, Executive Vice President of
Integrated Marketing Sales and Service (IMSS)
[IMSS was jointly established by Jaguar Land Rover China and Chery Jaguar Land Rover Automotive Co., Ltd.]
This was a challenging, innovative and interesting project. There were demanding controls on both the production of the on-site facilities
and the operation of the seesaw. - Official representative of Guinness World Records
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Audi R8 LMS Cup (Taiwan Leg) Pingtung

The Audi R8 LMS Cup is an exclusive motor racing series based
in Asia and run by Audi. The twelve-race cup is a ‘one-make’
series, where all participating vehicles are based on one design,
in this case, the mighty Audi R8 LMS (GT3).

Pico provided a wide scope of services for the Taiwan leg of the series, the ninth and penultimate race held at Penbay International
Circuit near Kaohsiung. Our team delivered experience design, event design and planning, structure setup and dismantle, project,
manpower and car management, VIP and guest hospitality, logistics, press conferences and other services.
This prominent international racing event brought together internationally famous racers, global brands and high-profile media
crews. Amidst all the action and excitement, our team had to keep our eye on the ball and manage multiple event elements at the
same time, while also ensuring a safe and secure environment and making sure the VIPs were taken care of at all times. In the end,
the race went off without a hitch. In fact, it was a roaring success, made all the sweeter by the victory of hometown Taiwanese hero
Jeffrey Lee in the Am Cup classification, who won both his race and the championship.
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Huawei Connect Shanghai

Huawei Connect 2016 was an integrated conference put on for the global ICT ecosystem in Shanghai
earlier this year. A true mega-event, over 20,000 industry leaders came together in Shanghai to help
create a better connected world, usher in a smart society, and shape the digital transformation of
industries. The largest industry gathering in Huawei’s history, the conference combined Huawei’s
cloud congress, network congress, and developer‘s congress into a single dynamic event.

This was an enormous project for Pico, involving two offices in Shenzhen and Shanghai. Spread over 10,000 sq. m., the conference
brought together 18 Huawei business units, connecting and bringing these units together in one hall in a constellation of technology and
communication.
The event employed technology like augmented and virtual reality as well as a host of interactive activities. In addition to designing,
producing and fabricating many aspects of the event, we also helped Huawei calculate and analyse the visitor numbers to each section
to help them determine the most popular booth. Despite the tight timeline and the numerous changes which occurred during the lead
up, we delivered a flawless and perfect event which brought our cooperation with Huawei to the next level.
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Hub Zero Indoor Gaming Zone Dubai

Hub Zero is the first indoor video game park in the Gulf region, offering an impressive array of immersive
virtual reality attractions. This “gamer’s paradise” is located in Dubai’s prestigious City Walk development.
Spanning two floors and 15,000 sq. m., Hub Zero provides an abundance of dynamic attractions for
lovers of digital games of all ages. These include VR and multiplayer games, a LAN gaming area and a 4D
cinema, as well as more traditional sources of fun like karaoke booths, a café and pool tables.

Pico provided design concept, interior fit-out and delivered themed environments for this exciting and ground-breaking project, creating the
design based on points of view and floor plans provided by the main contractor.
Hub Zero is a place where the walls between reality and the virtual universe are blurred. Once visitors pass through the lobby area, they
enter a totally different dimension: the gaming area. Here, they are presented with a series of streets and zones to explore, each realised in
fantastic futuristic style. In this fantasy world, the guests can view key scenes from their favourite computer games at the entrance to each
attraction. Using eye-catching signage and 3D elements, we created focal points for each one of the world-famous games, with these iconic
elements highlighted through focused and dramatic lighting. Each attraction also has a media presentation at its entrance, displaying the
relevant images and scores of the participating guests.
The futuristic styling of Hub Zero’s architecture gives the entire space a hyper-modern, cutting-edge feel. Familiar signs and buildings appear
subtly different as guests bathe in the warm neon glow, feeling a sense of mystery and magic emanating from the streets.
In addition, Pico helped create an oversized crayon fence and oversized ruler in the children’s play area, create ruined and weathered effects
on various walls and also carve a life-size 3D model of a Zombie Boy (a character from the hit game Plants Vs Zombies).
Our efforts led to Hub Zero’s extraordinary synergy – this project is much greater than the sum of its parts, and has become a truly thrilling
place which visitors will be able to enjoy and “live the game” long into the future.

Please visit www.pico.com for more information.
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